
FAQ 40 
God’s Prophetic Word Is Amazing ! 

 

Q #40   In your materials you claim II Timothy 4:3-4 is taking place today.  How so?  

  

In a couple spots on our many web sites we claim the Theory of Evolution is one 

fulfillment of this prophecy.  (Please understand, we are talking about the  big-picture  

Neo-Darwinian myth (which also includes holistic Evolutionary Theory from the Big Bang 

to the present), not what we observe in genetic variation which God has so graciously and 

so marvelously created.  [NB:  The fallacy of extrapolation is committed all the time by 

evolutionary proponents in relationship to this.  They often cite change within a created 

kind but then go on to falsely apply the observation in a way that is in complete denial of 

observed and historical science – the using of the known (i.e., genetic variation) to apply  

to, in our case, a myth.]  And by the way, never forget the wisdom offered by a European, 

non-Creation scientist in his book, Darwinism, The Refutation of a Myth :  “I believe       

that one day the Darwinian  myth  will be ranked the greatest deceit in the history of 

science.”   Soren Lovtrup in  Darwinism: The Refutation of a Myth ; Croomhelm, New 

York, 1987, pg. 422 [emphases mine].”  It’s not only the Word of God that has labeled  

this lie a myth!)   

 

Do you have a few minutes?  Click here  for a short video relating to this important 

topic.  Example #2  (Transcription & Translation video)   Here’s yet another helpful  

video along the lines of fearfully and wonderfully made :  Example #3 

  

But this is only one of many contemporary fables being embraced by present culture. 

There are other myths being taught and received today.  Here’s a short list, but one 

including teachings of great significance. 

  

1. The lie that all religions are basically the same.  There are many expressions of this  

      offense to reason. Some are more direct than others.  Two more subtle appeals  

      include Baha’i and “Chrislam.” 

 

2. The rejection of biblical sexuality for that of many cheap and dangerous substitutes. 

      (e.g., "sexual orientation" ; present culture's redefinition of marriage ; et al.)  The days 

      of Lot are here - Sodom and Gomorrah are clearly described in Genesis 19 and in the  

      New Testament book of Jude - and just happen to be one of the signs Jesus Christ  

      mentions will take place just prior to His glorious coming (see the 17
th

 chapter of Luke). 

 

3.  False revisionist-history appeals (e.g. denials of the Holocaust; Neo-Gnostic Christology:  

      a demonic doctrine portraying the spirit of antichrist – actually believed by the majority 

      of global population today).  Wow, and yet the faith-based skeptics who reject the super- 

      natural laugh at the very claim they are in worldview bondage to their lord, the devil.  

      Once again, it’s amazing how deception plays out but so very sad in that the conse- 

      quences tied to this false teaching are of eternal duration.  (If you are presently NOT  

      a follower of Jesus Christ, now’s the time to accept His gift which was so graciously  

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XI8m6o0gXDY&feature=youtu.be
http://www.evolutionnews.org/2013/09/beautiful_anima076821.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbycQf1TbM0
http://truthfoundations.org/1cid3.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

      given during the days of His Incarnation almost 2,000 years ago.  Write to us for      

      more crucial information on this eternally significant matter at:  email@endmin.org.  

  

4.  There’s one final fable worth mentioning, one we’ve just recently discovered in the  

      setting of epistemic (related to knowledge) appeals:  The secular academic community,  

      while affirming “spirituality” is a viable theory of reality, denies practical outcomes of 

      a supernatural worldview in practice.  One recent example was a dogmatically issued  

      restriction to truth pursuit (by a philosophy prof) in response to one of our students  

      asking a “how do we know” question in his philosophy class.  After securing the prof’s  

      affirmation that, yes, a supernatural view of life is a valid perspective, the prof then went  

      on to demonstrate inconsistency when he then told the student (something like):   

      “You cannot appeal to biblical information.  This source is not acceptable in this  

      [educational] context.” 

  

      RIGHT! 

  

Be discerning dear reader.  The world is rejecting Truth for foolishness … for myths which 

deny even basic, common sense appeals.  And for those readers who are followers of Jesus 

Christ, rejoice dear Saints, for His Word is sure – forever settled in heaven.  Like those 

who witnessed the fulfillments of biblical prophecies concerning His first coming (in the 

first Century, A.D.) so too are we witnessing signs affirming His soon return.  Until this 

precious  blessed hope  unfolds, walk with Him by abiding in His glorious Counsel to us – 

guidance second to none found in His Word. 

  

Even so, please, come quickly LORD Jesus! 

  

Please view:  

https://vimeo.com/521078459  

mailto:email@endmin.org
https://vimeo.com/521078459

